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Section 1. Introduction 
Sacred Heart Parish (Valley Park) had a 2022 mass attendance of 1,062 people. Approximately 

493 people attended the 2 parish listening sessions. The online feedback survey had 317 

respondents. Other feedback from Planning Area 8 as a whole, including free form feedback, 

totaled 9 pages, of which about 8 pages directly regarded the situation of Sacred Heart.   

Planning Area 8 had 3 draft models.  

In models A and C, Sacred Heart Parish (Valley Park) merged with St. Paul Parish (Fenton).  

In model B, Sacred Heart Parish (Valley Park) was merged with St. Joseph Parish (Manchester) 

and Christ, Prince of Peace Parish. 

 

Section 2. Listening Session Summary 
Group one; The overall feeling in this group that the parish should not merge with another Group 

two stated I or 3(merger with St. Paul) however having SHVP stand alone is the preferred option. 

Group one seemed to be confused, respectful, group two the model least accepted was CPOP- St. 

Joe and SHVP merger does make sense but would be too large.  

 

Section 3. Online Survey Qualitative Summary 
There are vigorous feelings that this particular planning area does not share the difficulties of 

other areas and yet it is being treated the same. Comments are concerns are all over the place 

with many showing strong emotions, anger and frustration. While many understand the need for 

change (and many do not) there’s a strong sense that the changes should happen elsewhere.  

 “While I love my parish as it exists today, I understand the need for change. I think you 

could group areas better without being attached to existing boundaries.”-Survey 

respondent 

 “Not sure how to answer this.  When our zone consists of the largest body of 

participating Catholics (70,000)s and are being asked to consolidate down 3 parishes but 

another zone that has 17 parishes with only 17,000 Catholics is only being reduced by 5 

doesn't make sense.” -Survey respondent 

 “Can they truly not function now?  Are you merging just to merge?”- Survey respondent   

 The overall sense is that Sacred Heart Valley Park hits the markers the Archdiocese is 

requesting and should remain a standalone Parish and under no circumstances be 

combined with St. Paul (86 respondents).  

 “Over 6,000 families is too large to form a community where people know each other. 

We don’t need Mega churches.”- Survey Respondent 

Some did recommend the option of combining Sacred Heart with St. Joseph (17 respondents), St. 

Gerard (9 respondents) or Christ Prince of Peace (5 respondents) but virtually none really saw a 

merger with St. Paul as a good or viable idea. 
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Sacred Heart seems to be a vibrant parish with lots of activities already going on. Nevertheless, 

respondents did think a combination of faith formation or evangelization efforts could be 

improved as a way of including new ministries. (26 respondents) Mention of leveraging Cursillo 

was a notable and specific suggestion. Another suggestions was the possibility of a MOPS group 

as well as a way to reach out to people moving into the area. 

 

Section 4. Free-Form Feedback Summary 
Sacred Heart Parish in Valley Park should be a stand-alone parish. Registered households, mass 

attendance already exceeds the archdiocesan goal.  School has room to grow.  Has strong 

financial support.  Traffic and parking would be a problem in commute to suggested merge 

parish.  Stretches the capacity of merge parish beyond its limits.  Creating a large parish would 

lower the percentage of Mass attendees.  Don’t see this as promoting evangelization. (1) 

The inequity of priest personnel with registered households, absolutely needs to be addressed.  

Suggest intentionally creating a community for those who go to Mass at a certain time.  Merging 

St. Paul/Sacred Heart logistics is a problem (common theme).  Existing Rivalry between SH VP 

and St. Paul may be issue.  CPOP/St. Joe/Sacred Heart is too large; demographics are too 

different (common theme) 

There was also a significant number of emails concerned with how any potential merger would 

have a negative impact on the school community. 

Respondents seemed to favor 3000 as upper range for households with 1500 as the lower range 

for Mass attendance (Priority 1.5) 

 “We are grandparents to children at Sacred Heart Valley Park - and just wanted to 

mention how impressed we've been with our experience of its SACRAMENTAL LIFE!  

We attended a First Penance.  5 priests came.  Seemed like almost EVERYBODY went 

to Confession, including first penitents, their parents, their grandparents.  Fr. Maassen, 

Fr. Truss are both so engaging.  We attended Sunday Mass - It was packed!  Our 3rd-

grade grandchild repeats to us the Religion she's learning in school - The Christmas 

Story, Bible stories, 3 persons in 1 God, God is all about Love, Jesus Christ - a lot!” - 

 “I would suggest is the creation of a plan to reach out specifically to those who were 

active before the mergers and became inactive after the mergers.  My hope is that we 

focus in a much greater way on our nonpracticing Catholics, who are the greater majority 

of the Catholics in the Archdiocese of St. Louis. I would narrow that down even further 

and say especially our young catholic families.  

 This mission is salvation. It seems a lot of the time, we stray from that most important 

and fundamental mission. So, whatever we do, how does it relate to the mission of 

salvation. This question needs to be continually at the forefront of All things New. One 

successful endeavor in this regard, I have witnessed, is the Acts retreat. I have seen an 

impact especially in regard to men perhaps more so than the impact on women, which it 

does as well. Faith groups and bible studies also I have seen help both women and men 
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grow in their formation as saints. If in the end parishes are not affected, I believe 

something must happen to be clear that they are not a model, they are in crisis as well.”  
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Section 5. Online Survey Quantitative Summary 

Section 5.1 Model A 
 

In DRAFT Model Option A, what is 
your level of agreement with how the 
parishes are grouped together? 

Answer Choices Responses 

Strongly Agree 3.36% 8 

Agree 18.07% 43 

Neutral 20.17% 48 

Disagree 27.31% 65 

Strongly Disagree 31.09% 74 

 Answered 238 

 Skipped 79 

 

What is strongest about DRAFT MODEL Option A?   

Answer Choices Responses 

Shares resources effectively 28.65% 55 

Builds upon existing relationships among parishes 42.19% 81 
Enables a platform for more robust evangelization or social 
outreach 11.46% 22 

Provides better accessibility to a priest 17.71% 34 

What is most challenging about DRAFT MODEL Option A?  
Answer Choices Responses 

Brings together communities that are too different 13.16% 30 

Requires unrealistic demands on the clergy 8.77% 20 
Creates a lot of difficulty for accessing Eucharist and the 
sacraments 23.68% 54 

Neglects the financial needs of the community 4.82% 11 

Other (please specify) 49.56% 113 

My DRAFT Model Option A feedback is driven primarily by…  
Answer Choices Responses 

Differences/Similarities in parish cultures 12.12% 28 

Differences/Similarities in socio-economic factors 2.16% 5 

Topography between parishes (hills, rivers, bridges) 18.18% 42 

Distance between parishes 24.24% 56 

Size of the potential parish(es) 41.56% 96 

Potential or lack of potential for ministry opportunities 1.73% 4 
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Section 5.2 Model B    
 

In DRAFT Model Option B, what is 
your level of agreement with how the 
parishes are grouped together? 

Answer Choices Responses 

Strongly Agree 3.40% 8 

Agree 8.94% 21 

Neutral 13.19% 31 

Disagree 34.04% 80 

Strongly Disagree 40.43% 95 

 Answered 235 

 Skipped 82 

 

What is strongest about DRAFT MODEL Option B?   

Answer Choices Responses 

Shares resources effectively 34.86% 61 

Builds upon existing relationships among parishes 18.29% 32 
Enables a platform for more robust evangelization or social 
outreach 23.43% 41 

Provides better accessibility to a priest 23.43% 41 

What is most challenging about DRAFT MODEL Option B?  
Answer Choices Responses 

Brings together communities that are too different 26.52% 61 

Requires unrealistic demands on the clergy 11.74% 27 
Creates a lot of difficulty for accessing Eucharist and the 
sacraments 20.00% 46 

Neglects the financial needs of the community 1.74% 4 

Other (please specify) 40.00% 92 

My DRAFT Model Option B feedback is driven primarily by…  
Answer Choices Responses 

None of the above 8.19% 19 

Differences/Similarities in parish cultures 10.34% 24 

Differences/Similarities in socio-economic factors 7.76% 18 

Topography between parishes (hills, rivers, bridges) 3.88% 9 

Distance between parishes 21.55% 50 

Size of the potential parish(es) 46.98% 109 

Potential or lack of potential for ministry opportunities 1.29% 3 
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Section 5.4 Model C 
 

In DRAFT Model Option C, what is 
your level of agreement with how the 
parishes are grouped together? 

Answer Choices Responses 

Strongly Agree 2.61% 6 

Agree 10.43% 24 

Neutral 17.83% 41 

Disagree 34.35% 79 

Strongly Disagree 34.78% 80 

 Answered 230 

 Skipped 87 

 

What is strongest about DRAFT MODEL Option C?   

Answer Choices Responses 

Shares resources effectively 30.46% 53 

Builds upon existing relationships among parishes 38.51% 67 
Enables a platform for more robust evangelization or social 
outreach 10.34% 18 

Provides better accessibility to a priest 20.69% 36 

What is most challenging about DRAFT MODEL Option C?  
Answer Choices Responses 

Brings together communities that are too different 13.57% 30 

Requires unrealistic demands on the clergy 12.67% 28 
Creates a lot of difficulty for accessing Eucharist and the 
sacraments 24.89% 55 

Neglects the financial needs of the community 4.98% 11 

Other (please specify) 43.89% 97 

My DRAFT Model Option C feedback is driven primarily by…  
Answer Choices Responses 

Differences/Similarities in parish cultures 18.10% 40 

Differences/Similarities in socio-economic factors 3.62% 8 

Topography between parishes (hills, rivers, bridges) 13.57% 30 

Distance between parishes 22.62% 50 

Size of the potential parish(es) 37.10% 82 

Potential or lack of potential for ministry opportunities 4.98% 11 
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Section 6 Alternative Models 
 The first group stated the overall experience went very well. The second report had a 

different question. The question List any additions to existing models that were presented 

during the session. Sacred Heart as a standalone. Merge CPOP with St. Joseph and leave 

SHVP and St. Paul as stand-alone parishes. Merge St. Paul with parishes to the south and 

in their in their geographic region. 

 Sacred Heart in Valley Park to remain a stand alone parish 

 Split Sacred Heart-Valley Park along I-44, then group south of I-44 with St. Paul and 

group north of I-44 with St. Joseph and Christ Prince of Peace.  (Priority: 2.8) 

 Sacred Heart/St. Paul 

 St Alban/Sacred Heart 

 Sacred Heart-part goes to St. Joe, the rest go south. 

 Extend Most SH east into Sacred Heart 

 Separate St. Paul and SH VP 

 Move west most part of Sacred Heart to Holy Infant 

 Split Sacred Heart: North to St. Joe/CPOP, South to St. Paul 

 

 

 
 

 

Section 7. Further questions 
 How can the people in the parish be better educated about the process so they are not so 

reactionary and full of fear? While the Archdiocese is sharing the information, they seem 

to not be listening. How can trust be earned or recovered? 

 Is it really an option to merge with parishes from other planning areas? There seemed to 

be some suggestions of parishes outside the planning area that may make more sense (for 

example with St. Paul) 

 Group one: The issue of Accessibility of parishes (egress and ingress). The number of 

Masses that are feasibly being offered. Group 2 stated that; currently, Sacred Heart-

Valley Park has over 1800 families that All Things New has set at the average goal. 

Sacred Heart also has over 1,000 parishioners attend weekend Masses which is another 

goal for all things new. Consider the traffic patterns with combing SHVP with STP. St. 

Joe has smaller facilities and not much parking. SHVP has a great outreach program with 
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our Seniors facilities and our homebound. We need to ensure that these opportunities 

continue. (Masses are offered at the residence and nursing homes.) No mention of what 

numbers look like at the seminary. Numbers might get worse because of the decisions. 

Which will cause further division and a decrease in attendance and support of the church. 

SVVP serves a different need than most of those parishes – an important part in the 

Valley Park Community. Don’t change the names of the parishes. It is unfair to make 

others travel great distances to go to Mass. 

 Just because St. Joseph has Hispanic Masses should NOT be the only reason to keep it 

open. This is a great outreach but not a valid reason for keeping it open. Many of those 

people who attend those masses are not parishioners of St. Joseph. They are coming from 

all over the area for these Masses. Keep SHVP stand alone with the increased number of 

priests in our area. Concerned about too many children with the merger. There is room to 

grow in SHVP boundaries. Christ, Prince of Peace, and St. Joseph-Manchester should 

merge. This will help with the CPOP school enrollment. Sacred Heart  should remain 

alone since the Parish is strong and the school is trending upward in enrollment. Priest 

need less responsibility- more people in the parishes to run the parishes and allow the 

priests to minster.  

 Sacred Heart School’s strongest classes are Kindergarten and pre-school The enrollment 

of these classes have far surpassed the goals. We have a high retention rate with our new 

families. This speaks volumes for our parish school. Very disappointed that there was no 

mention of schools during these listening sessions, yet an announcement is to be made in 

January  about schools and nothing about parishes until May! This will cause division 

before the parish announcements are even made! That does not make sense! 

 Sacred Heart is in good shape financially. We recently paid off a debt with the support of 

the parishioners. We have a strong home and school Association that supports both the 

school and the  parish financially. Many additions to the school/parish are funded by this 

organization. 


